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elebrating our oldest program’s 25th year, Old-Time Music & Dance Week at the Swannanoa Gathering explores the rich music, dance, and singing
traditions of the southern Appalachian region through a wide variety of classes taught by an experienced and supportive staff. The many diverse offerings enable
students to explore new areas; fiddlers sing, singers dance, and dancers learn to play instruments. Students enroll in as many as three regular classes during the
week, and each afternoon a variety of short workshop topics are offered during the Potluck Sessions. The daily Communal Gathering features master musicians,
singers, and dancers from across the Appalachian region. Evening activities include jam sessions, singing, square dances, clogging, concerts, and the popular
Late-Night Honky-Tonk Dance! To accommodate families, we offer the Teen Gathering, a class specifically for teenagers, Young Old-Time, an evening jam for
young players, and a Children’s Program for ages 6-12 with kids’ activities scheduled during all the daytime class sessions. Space, however, is limited. Evening
childcare for ages 3-12 is provided at no additional cost.

ERYNN MARSHALL

Erynn Marshall has carved out a niche for herself as an
old-time fiddler in North America and abroad. She has
played for thirty-five years, performed internationally,
and learned old-time music from visiting 80-95 year-old
southern fiddlers and singers. Erynn authored the book,
Music in the Air Somewhere (on West Virginia fiddle
and song traditions), filmed an instructional DVD and
recorded five CDs, including her recent duet CD Sweet
Memories Never Leave with husband Carl Jones. She
has won many awards including a prestigious first place in fiddle at The Appalachian
Stringband Festival in Clifftop, West Virginia and was the first woman and person from
outside the US to do so. A Canadian native, Erynn enjoys living in Galax, Virginia when
not traveling all over with her fiddle. www.dittyville.com

PHIL JAMISON

Founding coordinator of Old-Time Music & Dance Week,
Phil is nationally-known as a dance caller, musician, and flatfoot dancer. Since the early 1970s he has been calling dances
and performing and teaching at music festivals and dance
events throughout the U.S. and overseas, including more than
thirty years as a member of the Green Grass Cloggers. His flatfoot dancing was featured in the film, Songcatcher, for which
he also served as Traditional Dance consultant. From 1982
through 2004, he toured and played guitar with Ralph Blizard and the New Southern
Ramblers, and he also plays fiddle and banjo. A longtime proponent of traditional Southern square dancing, in 2004, he co-founded Dare To Be Square!, a weekend workshop for
square dance callers. Phil has done extensive research in the area of Appalachian dance,
and his book, Hoedowns, Reels, and Frolics: Roots and Branches of Southern Appalachian
Dance, was published by the University of Illinois Press in 2015. Phil teaches mathematics
and Appalachian music at Warren Wilson College, and in 2008, he became the twelfth
recipient of the Gathering’s Master Music Maker Award for lifetime achievement.
www.philjamison.com

JOHN HERRMANN

John has been traveling the world playing old-time music for
over forty years. He plays fiddle with the New Southern Ramblers, but he has performed with many bands including the
Henrie Brothers (1st place Galax, 1976), Critton Hollow, the
Wandering Ramblers, One-Eyed Dog and the Rockinghams.
Equally adept on banjo, fiddle, mandolin, guitar, and bass, he is
known as the “Father of Old-Time Music” in Japan(!), and the
originator of the ‘slow jam.’ John has been on staff at numerous
music camps from coast to coast. He lives in Madison Co., NC.

ALICE GERRARD

Singer/songwriter/musician Alice Gerrard has performed on
more than twenty recordings. She has produced or written liner
notes for a dozen more, and she has co-produced and appeared
in two documentary films about Appalachian music. Her numerous honors include a Virginia Arts Commission Award, the
North Carolina Folklore Society’s Tommy Jarrell Award, and
an Indie Award. In 1987, Alice founded the Old-Time Herald
magazine. Known for her groundbreaking collaboration with Appalachian singer Hazel
Dickens during the 1960s and 70s, this duo produced four classic LPs and was a major
influence and inspiration for scores of young women singers. Her solo CDs, Calling
Me Home and Pieces of My Heart received critical acclaim. In 2010, Alice was awarded
the Gathering’s Master Music Maker Award for lifetime achievement. Her 2015 album,
Follow the Music, was nominated for a Grammy. ww.alicegerrard.com

BRUCE MOLSKY

One of the most well-respected old-time fiddlers of his generation, Bruce Molsky comes at southern roots and blues on fiddle,
banjo, guitar, and song with great depth of spirit. Known for his
collaborations with musicians of other cultures, his wide-angled
approach to traditional folk music has influenced a generation of
players and listeners. Bruce is a member of Andy Irvine & Dónal
Lunny’s acclaimed Mozaik, he tours frequently with Aly Bain &
Ale Möller and with his new trio Molsky’s Mountain Drifters (with Allison de Groot
and Stash Wyslouch). Bruce was featured on British rock legend Mark Knopfler’s most
recent CD Tracker, and on Altan’s The Widening Gyre. He is also a Visiting Scholar at
Berklee College of Music in Boston, and a frequent instructor at colleges and camps in
the US and Europe. Bruce’s solo concerts and many CDs have become staples for fans
of American and world music everywhere. www.brucemolsky.com

EARL WHITE

For forty years, Earl White has been a prominent figure in the
old-time music and dance community. A founding member of
the Green Grass Cloggers in 1971, he is the creator of ‘The Earl,’
a popular syncopated clogging step that is now known by dancers across the country. During his years with the Green Grass
Cloggers, he had the opportunity to perform with many of the
greats of the old-time fiddling world, including Tommy Jarrell, the
Highwoods Stringband, the Plank Road Stringband, and the Red
Clay Ramblers. Earl began learning the fiddle in 1974, and he is one of the few Black
Americans playing and reviving the music that was once an important part of life in
rural black communities and on the plantations in the South. Earl is widely known for
his extensive repertoire of unusual tunes and his driving, energetic, heartfelt style. He
currently performs with his band, “The Earl White String Band.” www.fiddlersjam.com
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BRAD LEFTWICH

Brad Leftwich’s music is a direct link to the traditions of the
southern Appalachian and Ozark regions. He grew up hearing
the old-time music of his father, grandfather, and great-uncle,
and learned first-hand from many of the last great traditional
musicians from the turn of the 20th century. A noted fiddler,
banjo player, and singer, Brad has been performing since the
early 1970s, both solo and in bands including Plank Road,
Leftwich & Higginbotham, the Humdingers, Tom, Brad and Alice, and the Hogwire
Stringband. Recordings of his music appear on the County, Copper Creek, and Rounder
labels, and he has published instructional materials with Homespun Tapes and Mel Bay
Publications — in fact, he counts the late country music star Buck Owens among the
enthusiastic students of his instructional videos. Brad has won the fiddle contest at the
Appalachian String Band Music Festival in Clifftop, West Virginia, and his fiddling has
been acclaimed by critics in magazines from Billboard to Bluegrass Unlimited. He tours
internationally, and has performed at venues from the White House to the Philadelphia
Folk Festival. www.bradleftwich.net

JOHN HOLLANDSWORTH

A native of Christiansburg in southwest Virginia, John grew up
listening to friends and relatives play stringed instruments, and he
developed his own autoharp style incorporating both chromatic
and diatonic techniques. John has performed and led workshops
at the Mountain Laurel Autoharp Gathering, the Willamette
Valley Autoharp Gathering, Sore Fingers Summer School, Augusta, the John C. Campbell Folk School, and elsewhere. He has served as editor of the
“Interaction Lesson” feature in Autoharp Quarterly magazine, and in 1991, he became
the first champion of the prestigious Mountain Laurel Autoharp Gathering Competition. He has been named the “Best All-Around Performer” of the Galax Old Fiddlers’
Convention three times, the only autoharp player ever to win this recognition. In 2010,
John was inducted into the Autoharp Hall of Fame. www.blueridgeautoharps.com

BEN NELSON

Ben Nelson grew up in a family of old-time musicians in southwestern Virginia, tagging along to fiddlers conventions across the
southern Appalachians throughout his childhood. After he began
playing old-time music as a teenager, Ben was awarded a Thomas J.
Watson Fellowship to spend a year immersed in traditional music
communities in Ireland and West Africa, studying the historic
heritage of the fiddle-banjo duet. A passionate educator living in
Asheville, NC, Ben works as an elementary school science instructor and traditional
music teacher. He gives banjo and fiddle lessons to young people through the Junior Appalachian Musicians (JAM) program and to students at Warren Wilson College, and he
has also taught at the Augusta Heritage Center and the John C. Campbell Folk School.
When he’s not playing old-time music, Ben enjoys flatfooting and calling square dances.

CARL JONES

Carl Jones is an American songwriter and multi-instrumentalist.
Born in Macon, Georgia, Carl presently lives in Galax, Virginia.
He is widely respected for his instrumental talents and original
songs about the joys and tribulations of day-to-day life in the
South. Carl’s songs have been recorded by The Nashville Bluegrass Band, Kate Campbell, Rickie Simpkins with Tony Rice,
and others. His song “Last Time on the Road” appears on the Grammy-award-winning
album, Unleashed. In the 1980’s Carl played mandolin with James Bryan, Norman and
Nancy Blake as part of the Rising Fawn String Ensemble. Today he performs with his
wife, fiddler Erynn Marshall and the Bow Benders. Carl’s recordings feature a collection
of all original songs and tunes entitled Traveling Star. www.dittyville.com

SHEILA KAY ADAMS

(see bio in Traditional Song Week, page 5)

PAUL BROWN

Paul Brown has been hooked on traditional southern music since
early childhood, when he started picking up songs his mother
had learned as a kid in piedmont Virginia. Paul took up banjo at
age ten, and fiddle a bit later. His playing bears influences of the
North Carolina and Virginia masters he sought out as a young
adult, and he loves to share what he learned from these memorable
players. He also loves dancing and playing fiddle and banjo for
square dances. Paul has appeared at camps and festivals around the U.S. since the early
1970s. He’s recorded and produced highly-regarded traditional music albums, and won
numerous banjo and fiddle contests. www.paulbrown.us.com

JOHN LILLY

John Lilly has been playing and singing old-time and early country
music for more than 40 years. A former member of Ralph Blizard’s
New Southern Ramblers and the Green Grass Cloggers, John is a
respected solo performer, known for his fine guitar and mandolin
playing, as well as his singing, yodeling, and songwriting. John
lives in Charleston, West Virginia, where he is the former editor
of Goldenseal, West Virginia’s state folklife magazine. According to one reviewer, “If
Hank Williams had a sunny disposition, he’d be John Lilly.” www.johnlillymusic.com

ELLIE GRACE

Ellie was born into a deep musical tradition and began her lifelong love affair with Appalachian clogging at the ripe old age of
five. She has spent her life performing professionally as a singer,
multi-instrumentalist, songwriter, and dancer, first as a young
member of her family band and now as an independent artist.
She has toured internationally with her sister duo (Leela & Ellie Grace), the Dirk
Powell Band, the all-female old-time trio Blue Eyed Girl, and several percussive dance
companies. Ellie is an experienced and dynamic teacher, having taught at camps, schools,
and festivals across the country for well over twenty years. In 2015, Ellie was the first
Appalachian clogger to graduate from Smith College in Northampton, Massachusetts
with an MFA in Dance. As a teaching fellow, she has been busily infecting the undergrads
with her ridiculous love of traditional dance. www.gracefamilymusic.com

TOM SAUBER

For over fifty years, Tom has devoted much of his life to playing
traditional music and is widely recognized as one of the master
musicians of his generation. Equally at ease on banjo, fiddle, guitar,
and mandolin, he has performed and recorded old-time music
with older generation musicians such as Earl Collins, Ed Lowe,
Bob Rodgers and Mel Durham, as well as such contemporaries as
Blanton Owen, Tom Carter and Dirk Powell. Tom has also played and recorded his share
of both bluegrass and cajun music with artists such as Byron Berline, John Hickman,
Alan Munde, Joe Simien, and Wilfred Latour. An experienced teacher, Tom has taught
numerous classes at music camps and workshops throughout the country and abroad.
These days Tom performs primarily with Loafers’ Glory, an old-time and bluegrass band
featuring his son Patrick, Herb Pedersen and Bill Bryson; and with the Brainstormers,
along with son Patrick and harmonica virtuoso, Mark Graham.

EDDIE BOND

A native of Grayson County, VA, Eddie Bond has been performing
old-time music since he was a child. Growing up with music on
both sides of his family, he was steeped in the musical traditions
of the Blue Ridge at an early age. All four of his great-grandfathers
were old-time banjo players, and he was raised by his grandmother,
who was a singer and guitar player. Eddie is now one of the region’s
most respected old-time fiddlers, and he has won first place on fiddle, banjo, and autoharp at the Galax Old-Time Fiddlers Convention. Since 2001, he has been the fiddler
and lead singer for the New Ballard’s Branch Bogtrotters, one of Virginia’s best-known
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old-time string bands, and he has performed at the Smithsonian Folklife Festival, the
National Folk Festival, the Kennedy Center, the Library of Congress, the Montana
Folk Festival, the Berkeley Old Time Music Festival and the Gainsborough (England)
Old-Time Festival, and he has carried his music to Ireland, Scotland, and Australia. In
2015, Eddie’s band once again took first place at the Galax (VA) Fiddlers Convention.

GORDY HINNERS

A veteran of the old-time music and dance scene, Gordy is known
for his distinctive clawhammer style on the fretless banjo and his
masterful rhythmic footwork as a clogger and buckdancer. He
plays banjo with the New Southern Ramblers and for many years
was a mainstay of the Green Grass Cloggers. Gordy has taught
at workshops throughout the country, and has been a part of the
Gathering since its inception. He lives in western NC, and teaches
Spanish at Mars Hill University.

RON PEN

Ron is a performer and scholar of the music of the Appalachian
region. A founding member of the Appalachian Association
of Sacred Harp Singers, with whom he performed on NPR’s A
Prairie Home Companion, Ron is also Professor of Music and
Director of the John Jacob Niles Center for American Music at
the University of Kentucky. He is the author of I Wonder As I
Wander, a biography of folk icon John Jacob Niles. Ron began
fiddling thirty years ago in Rockbridge County, Virginia and has since participated
in various workshops and festivals across the region including Hindman Settlement
School’s Folk Week, Augusta’s Old-Time and Singing weeks, Berea’s Christmas Dance
School, and many times at Swannanoa. He has also performed music across the globe
with the Red State Ramblers.

DON PEDI

A spectacular mountain dulcimer player who can match the
fiddle note-for-note on tunes, Don has been collecting, preserving and performing Appalachian music for more than four
decades. He has spent most of his life working, playing music and
living alongside old-time musicians in North Carolina, Kentucky,
Tennessee, and Virginia, and he has developed a playing style
that translates the older style fiddle and banjo tunes, ballads, and songs to the dulcimer,
while maintaining traditional rhythms and stylistic sensibilities. He’s performed at many
festivals across the country, including the Smithsonian Folklife Festival in Washington,
DC, and he played music and appeared in the film, Songcatcher. www.donpedi.com

CAROL ELIZABETH JONES

Carol Elizabeth Jones has made her mark as a singer of traditional
mountain music, a guitar player, and as a writer of new songs in
the traditional style. She has many albums to her credit including
those with Jones & Leva, Laurel Bliss, and most recently, the New
Reeltime Travelers. Rounder Records has featured Carol Elizabeth
on several anthologies including the bestselling O Sister – Women
In Bluegrass collection. She has been a member of the Hopeful Gospel Quartet with
Garrison Keillor and Robin & Linda Williams on A Prairie Home Companion. She
has toured Africa and Southeast Asia as cultural ambassador for the U.S. Information
Agency and has performed and taught at festivals throughout North America. Originally
from Berea, Kentucky, Carol Elizabeth now lives in Lexington, Virginia where she is
the Children’s Librarian at the Public Library. Dave Higgs of Bluegrass Breakdown says
“…Carol Elizabeth has one of the most haunting and honest voices in acoustic music.”

MELISSA HYMAN

(see bio in Traditional Song Week, page 6)

JOSH ELLIS
Josh Ellis discovered old-time music when he moved from his home
in Bluefield, WV to Galax, VA many years ago. (Prior to that time,
he was playing rock ‘n’ roll guitar in a punk band in Bluefield.) Upon
moving to Galax, he learned from many local banjo players including
Ray Chatfield, Peco Watson, Kirk Sutphin, and Enoch Rutherford,
however, his playing is also influenced by Tommy Jarrell, Fred Cockerham, Kyle Creed
and Wade Ward. Josh credits some of his playing style to a comment made by Ray
Chatfield, who told him that the two most important parts of playing the banjo are to
keep time for the dancers and to try to play what the fiddle is playing without losing
the rhythm. Today, Ellis is an award-winning clawhammer banjo player and a member
of the renowned old-time band, the New Ballard’s Branch Bogtrotters.

PAUL KOVAC

Paul Kovac started picking and singing as a teenager and quickly
learned that his musical elders held the knowledge he craved,
which put him on a path to meet, learn from, play and perform
with as many musical heros as he could. His skills in old-time,
bluegrass and fiddle music have landed him on stage with Bill
Monroe, Hazel Dickens, Roy Clark, and Hank Thompson. Paul
has also backed up fiddlers Chubby Wise, Art Stamper, Kenny
Baker and Vassar Clements. Being mostly self-taught, teaching and sharing music has
always been important to him. Paul has been on staff at numerous music and dance
camps, he’s created a guitar instruction DVD, and coordinated the Bluegrass Week at
the Augusta Heritage Center from 1996 to 2007.

MEREDITH McINTOSH
With a degree in music education and a great love for old-time
music, Meredith is known as a patient and enthusiastic teacher.
She plays fiddle, guitar, bass, flute and piano. Over the years she has
performed with Ida Red, the Heartbeats, Balfa Toujours, the New
Southern Ramblers, and most recently Chicken Train and Bigfoot.
She lives in Asheville, NC where she is a certified Alexander Technique teacher and a
licensed massage therapist.

RODNEY SUTTON

This year marks forty-four years since Rodney first danced with the
Green Grass Cloggers and forty-five since he was told he would
“never make a clogger”! Over the years, he has shared his love of
clogging by teaching workshops for beginners at camps around
the country, so that no one else will be told, or led to believe, that
they cannot “make a clogger.” These days Rodney is known mostly
for his smooth flatfooting. He is also a caller, musician, storyteller, a veteran of the early
days of the Green Grass Cloggers, and co-founder of the Fiddle Puppets (now known
as Footworks). Over the years, he has traveled all across the US and in the British Isles,
performing and teaching clogging, and calling square and contra dances. Rodney also
produces, stage manages and emcee’s outdoor festivals and concerts. He currently is the
Director of Joe Shannon’s Mountain Home Music Concerts in Boone, North Carolina.

TERRI McMURRAY

Terri McMurray shows up with a sharp wit, a memorable smile and
great chops on 5-string banjo, banjo uke, and guitar. She looked
and listened hard during her years around some of the great master
traditional musicians in North Carolina and southern Virginia, and
won the Galax, VA old-time banjo contest in 1982. Terri played for
more than 20 years with the Toast String Stretchers, the most active
band in the well-known metropolis of Toast, NC, between Round Peak and Mount
Airy. She currently plays with Paul Brown in the Mountain Birch Duo.


LEE SEXTON

GINNY HAWKER
& TRACY SCHWARZ
Ginny grew up in southern VA and has been singing gospel
harmony, early bluegrass and the unaccompanied hymns of the
Primitive Baptist Church all her life.Tracy has been a traditional
music legend for over forty years and was a member of the seminal old-time stringband,
The New Lost City Ramblers. Together their singing is strong and energetic and goes
straight to the heart of southern Appalachian music and culture.

GREEN GRASS CLOGGERS

With feet flying, swirling calico skirts, and highkicking legs, clogging burst onto the national folk
festival scene in the early 1970s, personified by a
group from North Carolina known as the Green
Grass Cloggers. 2016 marks the 45th anniversary of
this legendary group, and their influence can be seen
at old-time music and dance festivals across the country. Former and current members
include Old-Time Week staff Rodney Sutton, Earl White, Gordy Hinners, and Phil
Jamison. www.greengrasscloggers.org

NEW BALLARD’S BRANCH
BOGTROTTERS

Lee Sexton was born in 1928 in Linefork, Kentucky. He and his wife,
Opal, still live in Linefork about a hundred yards from his homeplace.
He started playing banjo as soon as he was old enough to hold the
instrument, and quit school after the eighth grade in order to earn his
own way, first playing music and then working in the coal mines. His
playing was featured in the square dance scene in Coal Miner’s Daughter. “Lee Sexton
is one of the finest traditional old-time banjo players in the country.”– David Holt.

THOMAS MAUPIN

Thomas Maupin describes himself as a “self-taught buckdancer with
a flatfoot style.” He has won First Place in the senior flatfooting
competition at the Appalachian String Band Festival at Clifftop, WV,
as well as the Silver Stars talent contest at the Ryman Auditorium in
Nashville. A recipient of a Tennessee Folklife Heritage Award, Thomas was featured in
a recent documentary film, Let Your Feet Do the Talkin’ and in 2013, he was inducted
into American Clogging Hall of Fame. Joining him is his grandson, Daniel Rothwell,
who plays banjo, sings, and tells stories. The two have been performing together since
Rothwell was small, and they have appeared at the Grand Ole Opry, the Museum of
Appalachia’s Fall Homecoming, Uncle Dave Macon Days, the Berkeley Old Time Music
Convention, and the National Folk Festival.

BOBBY MCMILLON

The New Ballard’s Branch Bogtrotters of Galax, Virginia are one of the premier old-time
string bands in the Blue Ridge of Virginia. Taking their name from the original Bogtrotters, the famous Galax-area band of the 1930s, they are carrying on the musical tradition
of the region into the new millennium. Featuring Eddie Bond on fiddle, Dennis Hall
on guitar, and Josh Ellis on banjo, the band has won the old-time band competition at
the Galax Old Fiddler’s Convention several times over the years, most recently in 2015.

In the summer of 1916, English scholar Cecil Sharp visited western NC
and collected ballads in the Swannanoa Valley. To mark the centennial of
this historic visit, Bobby McMillon will host a ballad singing round-robin
to share songs collected by Sharp. Bobby grew up in a musical family and some of his
relatives were among those who sang for Sharp. His singing was featured in the film,
Songcatcher, and he is the youngest recipient of the North Carolina Folk Heritage Award.
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n keeping with the tradition and nature of Appalachian music, learning by ear is encouraged. Some instructors may provide tablature and other
handouts as memory aids. Hand-held audio (not video) recorders are highly recommended for all instrumental and singing classes. Unless otherwise
indicated, all classes have a limit of 15. Fiddle classes are offered at four different levels: 0 – Beginner; I – Advanced-Beginner; II – Intermediate; III – Advanced
(see definitions on pg. 1). Please consider your skill level carefully when registering for classes.

Fiddle
OLD-TIME FIDDLE 0 (John Herrmann)

This class for complete beginners will start with the basics of tuning, bowing,
and finding the notes on the fingerboard. By the end of the week students
will have learned cross-tuning, a few simple bowing patterns, how to learn
tunes by ear, and be able to play a few standard old-time tunes. Please bring
a working fiddle and bow. No prior experience necessary.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE I A (Earl White)

This class will focus on enhancing and building upon bowing style and
technique to help the student get that “old-time” sound. We will cover
various tunes from different regions of the country with an emphasis on
repertoire. In addition, the class will focus on tunes with interesting tunings to aid the student in being more familiar with their instrument. Most
of all, we’ll have fun.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE I B (Erynn Marshall)

This is a class for advanced-beginner fiddlers who already know a few tunes
and would like to learn how to improve them, play with ease and join the
jams. Bowing tips and left hand ornaments will be explored. Bring a recorder.
We will learn tunes slowly by ear and have fun!

OLD-TIME FIDDLE II A (Erynn Marshall)

One of the best stringbands to come out of Virginia (Fauquier County) was
John Ashby & The Free State Ramblers – one of the longest-running bands
ever. This fiddle class will pay homage to Ashby (1915-1979) by learning
several his great dance tunes. We will delve into old-time ornaments, bowing
secrets and how to bring life to your fiddling. Bring a recorder and get ready
to learn some blue-ribbon worthy tunes.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE II B (Bruce Molsky)

In this class, we’ll survey regional styles, from Texas to North Carolina to
Georgia and the Midwest, making stops along the way to dig into some tunes
in detail. Emphasis will be on using the bow to make rhythm, on proper
phrasing, and just making the fiddle speak. We’ll spend some time learning to
grab a tune from the air (the aural tradition) and put it on the instrument. If
enough folks are interested, we’ll also do a session on singing with the fiddle.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE II C (Paul Brown)

We’ll explore three significant Appalachian styles: the graceful sounds of the
old repertoire and bowing from the Galax, Virgnia area; the Round Peak
fiddle tradition of North Carolina and Virginia; and the post-World War
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Banjo
II square dance style with a longer bow and strong attack. We’ll listen, sing,
and play, focusing on excellent timing and phrasing, and considering what
makes great fiddle playing great. Please bring a recording device if you can,
listen to plenty of fiddle music before camp, and be prepared to learn by ear
and to further train your ear in a welcoming and fun setting.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE II D (Earl White)

This class for intermediate fiddlers will focus mostly on building a repertoire
of fiddle tunes. Students will be introduced to a range of tunes from the
Midwest, the Ohio Valley, and the Appalachian Mountain and Shenandoah
Valley regions. The class will explore tunes in different tunings, keys, tunes
in two keys, as well as just plain old jamming. We will also explore strategies
in bowing to get the sound you want when playing with just a banjo, twin
fiddling, or leading a guitar. We’ll also be sure to have a good time.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE III A (Bruce Molsky)

In this class for intermediate and advanced fiddlers, we’ll take a deep look
and listen to some classic old fiddle recordings. The goal is to discover what
makes the performances so powerful, and to learn and play those tunes
together. We’ll identify and develop the things that make old-time music
strong and unique: ornamentation, intonation, pulse, and language. We may
also have a session on harmonizing and accompanying songs with the fiddle.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE III B (Eddie Bond)

This class is for intermediate/advanced fiddlers. We will learn some of Eddie’s
favorite tunes, especially tunes he would consider good fiddlers’ convention
tunes (tunes with a lot of drive). Emphasis will be placed on bowing and
expanding your repertoire. We will try to learn at least two tunes a day if
possible. Students are encouraged to bring recording devices to this class. Come
prepared to have a good time as well! We will talk about different regional
styles of southern Appalachia, and the different influences they have had on
Eddie’s personal style. He will be teaching tunes out of standard tuning as
well as cross key, and we may even cross the border of Virginia into the West
Virginia repertoire! Eddie trys to show up at least 20 minutes early each
day and go over what we have learned so far that week, a sort of warm-up
session before the class. A CD of the tunes that we will learn (slowed down
version) will be provided as well.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE III C (Brad Leftwich)

We’ll build on the vocabulary of southern bowing rhythms by looking at
some of the complex, syncopated rhythms that traditional fiddlers commonly
use, and learn repertoire that gives them a good workout – one or two tunes
a day, drawn from different parts of the south. We’ll also talk about other
elements of style and quirks of individual fiddlers. This is an advanced class,
so you should already have good facility on the fiddle (no difficulty keeping
up with others in jam sessions or bands), be familiar with the most common
keys (A, D, G, and C), and be able to learn short phrases by ear. We’ll use
other tunings besides the standard GDAE, and you should be willing to learn
to use them. Bring a recording device as well as extra strings.

FIDDLE & BANJO – GALAX STYLE (Eddie Bond & Josh Ellis)

Focusing on the old-time repertoire from the region surrounding Galax,
VA, this class for intermediate and advanced players will focus on the tight
interplay between the fiddle and banjo. These two instruments formed the
basis of southern Appalachian dance music for the better part of a century,
and they remain the core of the old-time band sound today. We will learn
tunes from the Galax repertoire and explore the rhythmic connection between
the fiddle and banjo, the relationship of melody to chords/drones, the ability to adapt to one another, in short, utilizing the complementary nature
of these two instruments to create as much sound and rhythm as possible.
(Class limit: 12 fiddles, 12 banjos).

OLD-TIME BANJO I (Ben Nelson)

In this class for the total beginner, we’ll build a solid foundation of clawhammer banjo technique layer by layer: driving rhythm, ringing tone, learning
melodies by ear, and listening to other musicians. Our main focus will not
be on learning repertoire, but we’ll learn one or two common old-time tunes
that we can play together by the end of the week. Most important, we’ll create a warm and welcoming musical community that offers an encouraging
environment for learning! A recording device, an electronic tuner, and an
open mind are all useful tools to bring to this class.

OLD-TIME BANJO II A (Gordy Hinners)

For advanced-beginner/intermediate clawhammer banjo players, who know
some tunes in the clawhammer style, this class will focus on the rhythm of
Southern clawhammer playing and explore tunes and “licks” in several
banjo tunings. The use of a recording device is highly recommended, as all
tunes will be taught by ear.

OLD-TIME BANJO II B (Sheila Kay Adams)

This class is for advanced-beginner banjo players who know at least a few
tunes and want to expand their repertoire and learn more clawhammer
technique. Students will work on a basic repertoire of tunes that are familiar
to many musicians, as well as some North Carolina standards.

OLD-TIME BANJO II C (Josh Ellis)

In this class for advanced beginner/intermediate players, we will concentrate
on learning Galax/Round Peak-style clawhammer banjo, phrase by phrase.
Different skill levels are welcome, so don’t worry about what level you think
you may be, just come prepared to learn and have fun! Recording devices
welcome and encouraged, but a CD of the tunes with slowed-down and full
speed versions will also be available.

OLD-TIME BANJO III A (Brad Leftwich)

This class for advanced players will take a close look at the playing styles of
northwest North Carolina and southwest Virginia – especially the exciting
Round Peak banjo playing from Surry Co., NC. We’ll learn the musical
elements that sound so distinctively “old-time,” and a couple of new tunes
every day. You should already have command of the basic clawhammer (or
frailing) right-hand technique, as well the drop-thumb lick and hammerons, pull-offs, and slides. You should be able to keep up easily playing along
with others and learn short phrases by ear. Bring a banjo that can be tuned
up to standard pitch (G or double C) and a capo if you use one, extra strings
(we’ll do a fair amount of retuning), and a recording device with plenty of
extra batteries. I encourage you to learn by ear, so I don’t use tablature, but
if you’re absolutely addicted to it be sure to bring paper and pencil so you
can write it out for yourself.

OLD-TIME BANJO III B (John Herrmann)

This class for intermediate/advanced banjo players will focus on playing
banjo with a fiddle. Emphasis will be placed on the rhythmic connection
between the two, the relationship of melody to chords/drones, and the tight
interplay between these two instruments, which are the core of the old-time
band. This is not a tune-oriented class. We will mainly cover technique and
theory and there will be tips on how to play tunes you don’t already know.

OLD-TIME BANJO III C (FINGERSTYLE) (Paul Brown)

This class will explore two- and three-finger picking in multiple tunings and
keys. We’ll try repertoire from established masters; effective backup styles;
some of your instructor’s better-known tunes and songs, and take time to
experiment and create new arrangements. All the while, we’ll train our ears
and keep the banjo’s core characteristics in mind as we expand our abilities
and banjo-picking tool kits. Bring a recording device if you can, listen to
banjo playing ahead of camp, and be prepared to learn by ear.
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Guitar & Mandolin
OLD-TIME GUITAR I (Carol Elizabeth Jones)

This intro to rhythm guitar is for beginners who can play basic guitar chords
(G, C, D, F, E, A, Am, Em) but want to learn to play music with others. We’ll
play backup for songs and learn to parse the structure of fiddle tunes. You
will learn to play solid rhythm and understand how to hear chord changes
in songs and instrumentals.

OLD-TIME GUITAR II A (Tom Sauber)

While it’s great fun to play the melody on the fiddle or the banjo, it’s all
too often overlooked that the instruments playing rhythm are every bit as
important to the ensemble sound. This class will focus on the role of the
rhythm guitar in a string band playing songs and fiddle tunes. We’ll cover
the common keys of C, G, D, A, and E; also the what, when, and why of
bass runs in those keys. An emphasis will be placed on the strumming patterns for the right hand and how to develop a rock-solid feel that helps and
supports the melodic instruments. We’ll try to de-mystify how chords (think
I,IV,V) can be used to back up fiddle tunes and songs, whether they’re major,
modal, or minor. Bring an electronic tuner, a capo, and extra strings (a
strap would also be good).

OLD-TIME GUITAR II B (Carl Jones)

If you know a handful of basic chords, and can hold a flatpick you’re ready
for this class. If you’d rather grab a bass with your thumb and add a finger
strum that’s fine too. We’ll explore the art of back-up guitar for stringband
tunes and songs. Topics will include: the boom-chuck rhythm, chord choices,
bass notes and runs, keeping time, tuning, learning to listen, and putting
it all together into a duet, trio, or band. Guitar students may get together
with fiddle and banjo students during the week. The guitar is an incredibly
versatile instrument, which we will enjoy and discover throughout the week.
A recording device and notebook are always recommended.

FLATPICKING GUITAR (Paul Kovac)

Making the jump from playing chords, to “Maybelle”-style leads, to flatpicking fiddle tunes in eighth-note style, requires good fundamental right-hand
rhythm, comfort with a flatpick, some knowledge of the fingerboard, and a
good ear for melody. In this class, we’ll use a few common fiddle tunes/songs
to cover such topics as making the leap from quarter-notes to eighth-notes,
pick direction and accenting (playing with a pulse), left-hand positions
that put your fingers in the right spots, playing out of chord positions, using
double stops to create leads, breaks and turnarounds, and good practice
habits and exercises. If you can play “Wildwood Flower,” can kind of hear
fiddle tunes in your head, and just need the skills to get to the next level,
this is the class for you. This year we’ll also spend some time on what made
Doc Watson so special, by learning some of Doc’s iconic runs, signature licks,
tags, and endings.

OLD-TIME MANDOLIN I (John Lilly)

Mandolin can add rhythm and melody to old-time tunes and songs. This
class will teach beginners how to play simple chords and basic melodies using
traditional fiddle tunes and songs. We will learn how to get the instrument
in tune, how to hold the pick, and how to get a pleasing tone as we build a
repertoire of essential chords and common melodies. Tunes and songs will
be taught by ear. Please bring your mandolin, an electronic tuner, and a
flatpick. A small recording device is also recommended.

OLD-TIME MANDOLIN II (Carl Jones)

This intermediate-level class will focus on learning old-time songs and tunes,
with a good dose of music theory included. We’ll come to appreciate just
how handy and amazing the mandolin really is. Two- string chord shapes
will be our springboard for making it easier to improvise and feel more
comfortable in all the common keys and anywhere on the fingerboard. An
audio recording device and notebook is recommended and having fun while
learning will be unavoidable.

Other Instruments
OLD-TIME BAND 101 (Terri McMurray)

This is the right place for beginning to intermediate old-time musicians who
can play several tunes and know some basic chords but want the thrill of
bonding and playing with other musicians in a no-stress fun string band.
Bring your list of tunes and songs and we’ll learn to play and sing together.
All stringed instruments and singers welcome! (No class limit)

OLD-TIME BAND LAB (Meredith McIntosh & Gordy Hinners)

Students in this class will form string bands and with a little coaching, learn
how to play together and achieve a cohesive band sound. We will consider
each individual’s responsibility in a band, how to start and end tunes, tempo,
rhythm, lead, back-up, chord choices, singing, band dynamics, and playing for dances or concerts. Bands will have the opportunity to perform at a
Student Showcase or play for a dance at the end of the week. It is expected
that students already know how to play their instrument, and that lead
instrument players know a few tunes and/or songs in several keys with the
accompanying chords. (No class limit)

OLD-TIME UKULELE (Terri McMurray)

My motto is “Uke Can Do It!!” We’ll learn the basic chords in the keys of
A, C, D, and G and explore right-hand strumming techniques. We’ll work
on hearing chord changes and we’ll play and sing a lot. Bring a working
ukulele or banjo-uke. This class will be taught at intermediate level, but
it’s easy enough that beginners should be able to do it, and guitarists will
have an advantage.

BASS BASICS (Meredith McIntosh)

This class will cover the basics of old-time bass technique, including tuning,
noting, listening, finding chord changes on tunes, songs and waltzes and most
importantly, playing in the old-time groove. We will also talk about good
body mechanics. It is strongly suggested that you bring your own instrument.
If you don’t own a bass, the Swannanoa Gathering office can refer you to
local folks and music stores for rentals. No experience necessary.

AUTOHARP I (John Hollandsworth)

The autoharp has been a part of mountain culture since the early 1900s and
since then has played a prominent role in old-time and early country music
with the original Carter Family, Pop Stoneman, Kilby Snow, and others.
Drawing on tunes from the old-time repertoire, topics in this beginner-level
class will include right- and left-hand techniques, finger memory, tuning,
timing, playing in 3/4 and 4/4 rhythms, basic chord progressions, playing
in major and minor keys, harp setup, and playing scales that will lead you
into melody playing. Ability to read music or tablature is not necessary, but
handouts on the tunes and techniques covered will be provided. Students
must have an autoharp in good playing condition, one thumb pick, and two
finger picks. A music stand might also be helpful.

AUTOHARP II (John Hollandsworth)

During the past twenty years the autoharp has had a huge revival, with
some major performers and landmark recordings. This class will provide
insight into what top players are doing and how to expand the role of the
autoharp as a melody instrument. Drawing on tunes from the Appalachian
tradition, we will cover both chromatic and diatonic playing, rhythm
changes, syncopation, chord substitutions, playing in 3/4 and 4/4 time, arranging, alternate tunings, and how to interact with other instruments in
a group situation. Students will refine their playing skills and gain a good
understanding of clean melody playing on the autoharp. A basic knowledge
of melody playing would be helpful, but ability to read music or tablature
is not required, and handouts on the tunes and techniques covered will be
provided. Students must have an autoharp in good playing condition, one
thumb pick, and two fingerpicks.
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Old-Time Music & Dance Week, July 17-23, 2016
Breakfast, Tai Chi warmup (7:30-8:00)
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Lunch
Communal Gathering (Guest Master Artists, announcements)
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Teen
Gathering
(Grace)

Potluck Sessions (M,T,W,F)
Supper
Slow Jams & Singing
Evening Events (concerts, dances, jam sessions, etc.) Student Showcase (Fri.)

MOUNTAIN DULCIMER I (Don Pedi)

Easy and fun! This class is for absolute beginners or those interested in building
a solid foundation for playing mountain dulcimer in old-time music. Class
will include dulcimer history, as well as playing techniques for developing
the old-time sound. Traditional songs, tunes, and hymns will be taught by
ear, but tablature will be provided. Bring a recorder.

MOUNTAIN DULCIMER II (Don Pedi)

both total beginners and veteran singers. Books will be available to borrow
for class use. At the end of the week, members of the class are invited and
encouraged to participate in the eleventh annual Swannanoa Singing with
dinner on the grounds. This will be held on Saturday, July 23 from 10:00
AM-3:00 PM at the Warren Wilson College Pavilion. (No class limit)

UNACCOMPANIED SINGING (Sheila Kay Adams)

This class for intermediate players and above will focus on playing techniques
for old-time music on the mountain dulcimer. We will learn traditional tunes,
songs, hymns, playing by ear, various noting techniques, different modes,
dulcimer history, and more. The class will be taught by ear, but tablature
will be provided. Bring a recorder.

This class will cover the unaccompanied singing style of Appalachian songs
and versions of ballads brought from the British Isles to western North
Carolina in the 18th and 19th centuries. Handouts will be provided and
there will be plenty of class participation. (Class limit: 20)

TEEN GATHERING (Ellie Grace)

Everybody loves a “jam hero” – that’s the person who knows the songs that
are fun to sing and easy to follow and who makes great song choices for each
jam situation. The jam hero knows how to share the spotlight and can lead a
song in a jam with confidence and good grace. This class will teach you how to
be a jam hero with a selection of songs we’ll learn in class. Students will have
the opportunity to learn harmonies and jam on those songs during the class
period. Students should be able to carry a tune, and while it’s not necessary
to play an instrument, those who do play should bring their instruments to
class and will receive help with playing backup and breaks. (Class limit: 20)

This class is for teens only! It’s a time for all of you to come together and make
plans to take over Swannanoa and possibly the world with music, dance,
and other creations. Some adventures may include a young old-time flash
mob, arranging country songs and practicing two-stepping for the Honky
Tonk, creating our own square dances, old-time-ifying pop songs, big group
harmony singing, and a little clogging for good measure. Games and mischief
abound. All proposals for fun activities will be considered! (Class limit: 20)

Song & Folklore
SHAPE-NOTE SINGING (Ron Pen)

We will engage in musical and social harmony through the recreation of a
rural nineteenth-century singing school. Singing from the Sacred Harp tune
book (1991 edition), which features intoxicating harmonizations written
in a unique four-shape notation of triangles, squares, circles, and diamonds
makes learning to read music easy and enjoyable. The class will also weave
in background historical and social context. Songs from other tune book
traditions will be explored, including the Southern Harmony, Christian
Harmony, and the Shenandoah Harmony. The class will accommodate

BE A SINGING JAM HERO (C.E. Jones & P. Kovac)

HISTORY OF OLD-TIME MUSIC (Ron Pen)

What IS old-time music? How is bluegrass different from old-time? What
do terms such as “authenticity” and “revivalism” really mean? What are
drop-thumb, frailing, clawhammer, two-finger, and rapping? Where are
Galax, Clifftop, and Mount Airy? Can you dance a Tobacco Hill? What is
a crooked fiddle tune? The answers to these and other such mysteries will
all be revealed here. Focused presentations on “Overview of the Roots and
Context,” “Bonaparte’s Retreat: An Appalachian Fiddle Tune Goes Viral,”
“The Great Georgia Fiddle Contest of 1924,” “Affrilachian Music,” and
“Music and Moonshine” will provide windows on the style and culture.
Discussion, recordings, videos, and guest presentations will nurture an
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overview of the history and context of old-time ballads, fiddle tunes, hillbilly
music, and string bands from the Skillet Lickers to the Carolina Chocolate
Drops. (No class limit)

with the music. The dancing will still be highly approachable, but we are
going to have a grand time forging ahead towards clogging greatness! Tap
shoes are welcomed and recommended, but not required. (Class limit: 25)

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF A SONG (Alice Gerrard)

In this singing class, we will focus on style and repertoire in traditional
country singing. We will explore ways to become a stronger singer by finding
and using your natural voice to get that country, old-time sound. We will
also touch on harmony, but that won’t be the main focus of the class. Bring
recorders and voices. And bring some songs that you’re working on or need
help with. (Class limit: 20)

SOUTHERN HARMONY (Alice Gerrard & Tom Sauber)

This harmony class will focus on how to find and sing traditional old-time
and bluegrass duet harmonies. How do you find a harmony? How do you
work with another person to get a good harmony sound? What goes into
harmony singing besides the right notes? We will examine the challenges
of different combinations: two women, two men, etc. One of the goals of
the class will be to end up with students singing in duets. (Class limit: 20)

SINGING & YODELING
LIKE JIMMIE RODGERS (John Lilly)

SpecialEvents
T’AI CHI (Don Pedi)

Start the day with a smile with these ancient, gentle, easy to learn rejuvenation exercises. Reduce stress. Focus on breathing, balance, and gentle
stretching. Includes: T’ai Chi, Chi Kung, Standing Meditation, Eight
Pieces of Brocade, and more. No experience necessary and no registration
required. (No class limit)

POTLUCK SESSIONS

In addition to the regular class sessions, Potluck Sessions are offered most
afternoons. These one-hour mini-classes give students access to the entire
teaching staff, and provide a wide variety of class offerings to choose from.
No advance registration is necessary.

SLOW JAMS & SINGING

This class will explore the music, career, and unmistakable vocal style of
the “Father of Country Music:” Jimmie Rodgers. Also known as “America’s
Blue Yodeler,” Rodgers pioneered the use of yodeling in early country music.
This class will demystify this high, lonesome sound, teaching several useful
yodels in various keys. We will also learn a variety of popular Rodgers songs,
including “T for Texas,” “Mother, the Queen of My Heart,” “Dear Old Sunny
South by the Sea,” “Peach Picking Time Down in Georgia,” and others.
For the guitarists in the class, we will also discuss back-up for these songs,
including Rodgers’ unusual picking style. We will listen to some recorded
examples and briefly discuss Rodgers life, career, and influence on the history
of country music. Open to all singers. Lyric sheets and guitar chords will be
provided. (Class limit: 20)

After supper each night, students have the opportunity to participate in slow
jams and singing sessions. At the slow jams, common tunes are played at a
speed that is accessible even to beginners. The singing sessions are a chance
to share your voice and songs.

Dance

Evening dances will be held throughout the week, with plenty of chances to
dance a variety of traditional Southern Appalachian squares and circles.
Thursday features the long-standing weekly dance, the Old Farmers Ball.

SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN
SQUARE DANCE & DANCE CALLING (Phil Jamison)

This class, open to dancers as well as dance callers, of all levels, will focus on
the traditional square dances of the southern Appalachian region. No prior
experience is required. We will learn about, and dance four-couple squares
as well as Southern big circle dances, and students will have the opportunity
to try their hand (or voice) at calling out the dance figures. Dance callers of
all levels will have the opportunity to expand their repertoire and receive
feedback to improve their calling skills. Mainly though, we will have fun
dancing and learning about the traditions of southern Appalachian square
dances. (No class limit)

CLOGGING I (Rodney Sutton)

Let Rodney prove to you that everyone can learn Appalachain clogging steps.
This class covers beginning southern Appalachian clogging and buckdancing from “step one.” Learn the basic steps and how to put them to use with
live old-time music. Wear smooth-soled shoes – leather is best, and no taps.
(No class limit)

CLOGGING II (Ellie Grace)

Are you ready to crank your dancing up a notch? If you have already taken
beginning clogging or have previous percussive dance experience, this class
for intermediate/advanced dancers is for you. The driving rhythms and
beautiful style of Appalachian flatfooting will be explored, and you will
learn specific techniques for making a clean, crisp sound and connecting

YOUNG OLD-TIME

During Old-Time Week, teenagers have the opportunity to get together each
evening after supper for a young-folks-only hour of music and socializing
facilitated by Ben Nelson. The Young Old-Time band that forms at this jam
session for younger players will have the opportunity to play for the square
dance on Wednesday night! Teenaged string players, singers, dancers, and
non-musicians are all welcome.

EVENING DANCES


We offer a full-day program, taught by Melissa Hyman, for children ages
6-12. Children must have turned 6 by July 1st to participate. No exceptions
please. Evening childcare for ages 3-12 will be provided at no additional cost.
This summer, we will explore the fascinating world of ANCIENT EGYPT!
Journey back in time to visit one of the most powerful and colorful civilizations on Earth. Over 3,000 years of mummies, pyramids, mythology, and
mystery will be our inspiration. We’ll learn about the ancient world of the
Nile Delta through crafts, music, games and stories. We’ll make new friends,
play our favorite messy games and dress up like kings and queens of the Old
Kingdom. We’ll write our own original, Egypt-themed songs with the help
of our very talented music teacher, Jane Kramer. At the end of the week,
parents will get to hear us sing and see the crafts we’ve made, at our big
performance at the Student Showcase. As a special treat, we will be visited
throughout the week by wandering musicians and artists (Gathering staff)
who will perform just for our kids. We will, of course, continue our beloved
traditions of shaving cream hairdos, movie night, crazy contests and the
Gathering Scavenger Hunt. Hop into our time machine for the journey of
a lifetime!! There will be a $30 art/craft materials fee for this class, payable
to Melissa, the Children’s Program coordinator, on arrival.

